the plastic problem
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by 2050 there

could be more
plastic in the

ocean than there
is fish.

[Next page] A composite
image showing plastic debris
picked up along a half mile
stretch of beach in South
Padre Island, Texas, USA.
Photographer Seth
Patterson spent many hours
creating the image, showing
the disturbing amount of
plastic trash that finds its way
into our oceans. > > > > > > > > >
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We’ve all seen it....
... the carrier bags and empty bottles,
fishing gear and life buoys, food packaging
and drinks straws strewn across the beach
in ugly, tangled drifts. But the scale of marine plastic pollution has only recently started to become clear. Far more than just an
eyesore along our coastlines, we now know
that plastic is choking our oceans, and the
wildlife that should be thriving there.
Current estimates indicate that there are
over one million pieces of plastic per square
mile of ocean. Much of this debris, driven
by circulating currents, converges into one
of five oceanic ‘islands’, the largest of which
is the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, a massive vortex of plastic waste estimated to be
the size of France - and growing. In 2015,
research published in Science revealed that
8 million tonnes of plastic is entering the
ocean every year; the equivalent of a rubbish truck dumping its contents into the sea
every minute.

The following year, a report published by
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation suggested
that there will be more plastic in the ocean
in the year 2050 than there will be fish.
The statistics are sobering indeed. But why
should they concern us? The answer - and
the reason why marine plastic pollution is
such a problem - stems from the very same
property that makes plastic so useful in the
first place: its durability. Plastic can last
for hundreds of years, and unlike natural
materials, it doesn’t biodegrade. Instead,
it breaks down into smaller pieces - called
microplastics - which have the potential
to release chemical contaminants used in
their manufacture. This creates a toxic soup
that plankton feed on, and the leached
chemicals pass up the food chain, building
to potentially fatal levels. Apex predators
such as a whales and dolphins are especially vulnerable; in some cases, a mother’s
contaminated milk can be so poisonous
that it kills her calves.
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To make matters worse, some marine
species are known to ingest plastic directly.
Whales and turtles are prone to mistaking
plastic bags for squid or jellyfish, swallowing them whole. But the gut-clogging
debris doesn’t break down, leading to a
slow death from starvation. Furthermore,
albatross and other seabirds are known to
feed pieces of plastic to their chicks, which
can lead to the ironic tragedy of starving
with a full stomach (that is, if the chicks
don’t die first from the injuries caused
when sharp fragments pierce their stomach
or intestines).
Alarmingly, some marine species affected
by plastic pollution end up on our plate as
seafood. A 2013 study by Plymouth University revealed that over a third of UK-caught
fish contained plastic.

[Left & Above] Carrier bags,
which bear a resemblance to
jellyfish or squid when floating underwater, are often
found in the digestive tracts
of dead whale and turtles.
[Right] Human consumption
of plastic-contaminated seafood is a worldwide problem.

The following year, scientists at Ghent
University in Belgium calculated that shellfish aficionados consume as many as 11,000
fragments of plastic in their seafood every
year. And it’s not just Europeans who are at
risk; contaminated seafood has been
documented everywhere from the Americas to Asia. We now know that microplastics are present in everything from tap
water and beer, to honey and sugar. Even
the air we breathe contains synthetic fibres.
The effects of ingested plastic and plasticrelated chemicals in the human body are
not yet fully understood, but researchers
have linked them to a number of adverse
health outcomes, including increased risk
of cancers, birth defects, immune suppression, hormone disruption, infertility and
developmental disorders.

marine species becoming
entangled in plastic
fishing gear is a common
problem, often resulting
in fatal injury or
starvation
‘Ghost gear’ – lost or abandoned fishing
equipment - is estimated to account for
10% of all marine plastic litter. Sometimes lost during storms, sometimes
abandoned deliberately, this gear
continues to fish and trap animals such as
fish, turtles, seals, whales, and seabirds.
Conservation group World Animal
Protection estimates that around
640,000 tonnes of ghost gear is left in
oceans each year, killing hundreds of
thousands of marine animals annually.

where does all this
plastic come from...
...and how does it get into our seas?
According to Greenpeace, boats and shipping traffic account for just 20% of marine
litter (such as fishing gear, food packaging
and cargo either lost overboard in adverse
weather or deliberately abandoned /
dumped). So where does the other 80% of
ocean plastic come from?
It may seem counterintuitive, but the vast
majority of plastic waste entering the
ocean comes from land. The most obvious
source is litter left on beaches, but plastics
dumped far inland - on urban streets or
elsewhere in the environment - are equally
problematic. Carried easily by wind and

rain, they enter our storm drains and rivers,
which flow into the sea. Even plastic waste
that is thrown away and sent to open landfill can be blown into waterways or oceans.
Less visible are the plastics that go down
our plugholes, such as microbeads (small
pieces of plastic found in toothpaste and
used as an exfoliating agent in soaps and
cosmetic products). This category also
includes synthetic clothing fibres shed in
the washing machine, as well as wet wipes,
cotton ear buds and sanitary products
flushed down the toilet.
In other words, plastic in the ocean is our
plastic. By discarding it in careless and
irresponsible ways, we have created an
ever-growing threat to marine life and our
own health. Clearly, we need to rethink the
ways in which we use and dispose of
plastics in the future.

litter left in

the environment finds its way

									into the sea.

[Left] Plastic cotton
buds are among the
most common pieces
of litter washed up on
beaches, after people
flush them down the
toilet.
[Right] A marine scientist holds a vial containing microplastics.
Some, such as the exfoliating microbeads used
in cosmetic products,
are no more than a few
millimetres in size.

it is thought that the world’s
oceans currently contain over
500 trillion pieces of plastic,
ranging in size from microscopic
particles to fragments larger
than a foot.

rescue teams
attempt to

save as many

entangled birds

as they can

gannet graveyard
Thousands of northern gannets come to
Grassholm Island - off the coast of
Pembrokeshire, UK - every year to nest and
raise their chicks. Despite being a nature
reserve, the island has been devastated
by plastic waste from Atlantic fisheries.
Synthetic fishing nets and monofilament
fishing lines are washed within close proximity of the island by ocean currents and are

mistaken by the gannets for natural fibres
like seaweed and kelp. They bring the manmade fibres back to the island to line their
nests, turning them into death traps, which
entangle both adults and developing juveniles alike. The birds have even torn off
their own feet just to escape. It is estimated
that there is now over 18 tonness of plastic
waste on Grassholm.

a new plastic economy
The United Nations reported that between
2004 and 2014, the amount of plastic produced rose by 38 per cent - to a global production of around 300 million tonnes. This
is expected to double in the next 20 years
and almost quadruple by 2050. Meanwhile,
just 5% of plastics are recycled effectively,
meaning that our systems to contain, reuse and recycle them have not kept pace
with the rising level of production. The
December 2017 ban on the export of plastic waste from the UK to China has already
caused a build of up rubbish at recycling
plants around the country, highlighting just
how urgent the crisis is - if our recycling
systems can’t keep up with the vast quantities of plastic being produced every day,
then governments and corporations must
take action to reduce the amount of plastic
that’s being produced in the first place.

Dame Ellen MacArthur, the round the world
yachtswoman, argues for a circular economy in which plastic bottles are reused, refilled and recycled rather than used once and
thrown away. The UK is now considering a
plastic bottle deposit scheme similar to the
ones already operating across Europe,
Australia, Canada and parts of the U.S,
and it is hoped that such a scheme - which
involves paying extra to buy a plastic drinks
bottle and having that money repaid when
you return it - will encourage consumers to
use refillable bottles.
Other influential personalities have also
spoken up about the issue of plastic pollution. In September 2017, an online campaign was launched to declare the Pacific
Garbage Patch a country in its own right.
Honorary citizens of the so-called ‘Trash
Isles’ so far include politician Al Gore, Olympic champion Mo Farah, musician Pharrell
Williams and a long list of distnguished
actors, including the likes of Dame Judi
Dench and Jeff Goldblum.

only 5 percent

of plastics are
recycled

effectively.

Plastic drinks bottles are one of the most
ubiquitous single-use plastics; an estimated
one million are bought around the world
every minute (the equivalent of 20,000
every second). By 2021, the number of
plastic drinks bottles produced globally will
exceed half a trillion, far outstripping recycling efforts.
In July 2017 Coca-Cola European Partners
announced it would increase the amount
of recycled plastic in its bottles to 50% by
2020, although the soft drinks giant was
subsequently criticised when an analysis
by Greenpeace postulated that it had increased its production of throwaway plastic
bottles by more than a billion between 2015
and 2016, placing its annual production at
more than 110 billion single-use bottles
per year. A plastic bottle made from 100%
recycled plastic can be manufactured for a
quarter of the energy used to manufacture
a virgin bottle, but so far, none of the major
drinks brands have committed to 100%
recycled plastic in their bottles.

how you can help

Reduce your plastic footprint: Use
refillable water bottles and coffee
cups and cut down on other singleuse plastics.
Recycle as much as possible.
Replace plastic bags with ones
made of paper/natural fibres.
Choose clothes with natural instead
of synthetic fibres.
Avoid cosmetics that contain microbeads (polyethylene, polymethyl
methacrylate or polypropylene).
Don’t flush wet wipes, cotton ear
buds or sanitary products down the
toilet.
Participate in a beach clean.

[Above] A pile of plastic
waste collected during a
beach clean in Norway.
[Left] A scuba diver removing litter from the seabed
[Right] Household waste picked up during a beach clean.

turning the tide

[Above] Sculpture of a blue
whale surfacing, surrounded
by a wave of plastic bottles.
[Left] Project Seahorse
Foundation staff weighing
discarded nets collected and
ready to be shipped out for
recycling into carpet tiles.
Philippines.
[Bottom left] Colombian
woman knitting ‘mochilas’
and other products woven
from recycled plastic bags.
This project has recycled
millions of plastic bags and
provides an income to the
villagers living around the
forest.

Awareness of the plastic problem is increasing, and the tide is beginning to turn.
In January 2018 alone, The European
Commission made crucial commitments to
tackle the plague of single-use and
dangerous microplastics, while British
Prime Minister Theresa May launched a 25year plan to eradicate all avoidable plastics by 2042. In the same month, the UK
government banned the use of microbeads
in cosmetic products, Members of Parliament called for a ‘latte levy’ (a 25 pence tax
on disposable plastic coffee cups bought
by consumers) and Scotland became the
first country to ban plastic cotton buds.
Meanwhile, major UK supermarket Iceland
pledged to go ‘plastic free’ with its ownbrand packaging by 2023 and Costa Coffee
announced it would be replacing its plastic
straws with a non-plastic alternative. In
addition, The UK water industry backed a
nationwide scheme that will enable people
to refill water bottles for free in thousands
of shops, cafes, businesses and organisations around the country.

In February 2018, the British queen banned
all plastic straws and bottles from the Royal
Estates, the British Broadcasting Association pledged to eliminate all single-use
plastics from their operations and Adidas
announced a prototype running shoe made
almost entirely from plastic recovered from
the ocean.
These developments and more show that
we are finally waking up to the problem.
Around the globe, the fight against plastic
pollution continues to gain momentum.
Campaigners are now arguing that, under
current international law, littering the sea
with plastics is already illegal and
governments therefore have the obligation
to prevent and reduce marine plastic pollution.
As Sir David Attenborough put it in the
recently-aired final episode of the BBC
series Blue Planet II: ‘Industrial pollution
and the discarding of plastic waste must be
tackled for the sake of all life in the ocean.’
How successfully we achieve this goal will
depend on the readiness of consumers,
governments and corporations to work
together towards a better, healthier planet.
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